Jump start your CS Ed plans today!

SCRIPT District Workshops

Learn more: csforall.org/script
What is SCRIPT?

The Strategic CSforALL Resource and Implementation Planning Tool (“SCRIPT”) is a framework used to guide the creation of customized implementation plans to meet the goals and needs of school districts that are seeking to create computer science education plans.

- Guiding Rubrics
- Landscaping Tools
- Goal-setting Tools
- CS Visions Activity
- Data collection Tools
- CS Ed Resources

- SCRIPT Facilitators
- Curriculum Directory
- Membership Directory
- Office Hours with the CSforALL SCRIPT Team

- Customizable District Workshops
- Facilitator Trainings & Certification
- Modules on CS Ed
- 3, 6, 9-mo Check-ins
- Long-term, sustainable collective impact

- Over 750+ other districts engaging in SCRIPT work across 45 states
- 335+ facilitators nationwide
- Monthly Community Calls
- Annual CSforALL Summit
- 800+ National CSforALL Members
**What does SCRIPT look like?**

District teams collaborate to set a CS vision then self-assess to evaluate their needs, strengths, and the challenges their district faces to develop long-term CS education plans. Teams also set 3-month, 6-month, and long-term goals. We do this by...

- Supporting school and district leaders to make a long-term **plan** for CS Education.
- Empowering teachers and leaders to feel **confident** in the work and providing **resources** through information and connections in the community.

**Districts attend SCRIPT Workshops**

SCRIPT workshops are offered in different formats, depending on the needs and availability of each district team.

**SCRIPT Facilitators provide ongoing support**

CSforALL trained SCRIPT facilitators lead workshops and provide support as districts dig in to their goals and implementation.

**Communities engage with the national CSforALL network**

The CSforALL community is available to support the work of the district team for curriculum, OST, research, and more.
Who should attend a workshop?
- School districts that are ready to move the conversation into action are perfect for SCRIPT.
- Districts teams consist of change agents including a district administrator, a building administrator, a CS teacher, and another staff member.

What do SCRIPT workshops look like?
- Workshops include an introduction activity, visioning component, and self-assessment and goal setting.
- Workshops are offered throughout the year as one-day, two-day, and shorter multi-sessions.

What’s the commitment?
- Attend the entire workshop, commit to long-term work on your sustainable CS Ed plan.
- Collaborate with CSforALL, CodeCrew, and local partners to submit data.
- Participate in 3-, 6-, and 12-month follow-ups.

You’re not alone! Countless districts are taking their first steps. You have your facilitator and the entire CSforALL community supporting you throughout the entire SCRIPT process.

Why do it?
Because YOU can make an impact by creating K-12 standards-complete computer science pathways.
Join the more than 750 districts across the nation that have taken on this work!